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Abstract 
The most strategic emphasizes on the dialogue education in Turkey- France relations are public relations campaigns, 
developing communication strategies and communication campaigns management giving on to dialogue education. Dialogue 
management perspective and the perspective of dialogue in the education of correct positioning require a strategic 
communication understanding. In a dialogue education project and campaign about Turkey-France relations; the mutual 
consensus motif creation, diversity management, intercultural communication reconciliation, social call mechanism developed 
for both countries and coding social call intercultural communication are important steps. Therefore, while a dialogue education 
modal is developing, it must be based on the strategic dialogue management vision. Social public relation campaigns that will 
conducted in the spirit of the strategic modal establish the basic policies for dialogue management. 
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1. Production of a strategic model 
 Concerning relations between Turkey and France the production of a strategic model is a very important 
headline regarding dialogue education. Strategic model production is a model comprising headlines like public 
relations, public education, social responsibility, peace education, social campaigns and undertaking social initiative. 
The understanding of strategic model production includes conducting public relations campaigns, activities and 
strategies. Public education is one of the most important stages of strategic model production. “Strategic dialogue is 
based on a management philosophy where everyone must be involved through a “linking pin” 
system”(Bazelga,Brandon,2010). On the field of public education the biggest support to come from public relations 
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can be messages through campaigns, developing ideas and raising social awareness. It means focusing on public 
education and evaluating data from the campaign during the production process. 
Herewith the most important starting point tha public relations can provide is determining the content. A content 
planning which comprises education headlines and education schedules facing public education must be done. A 
content survey is a survey looking for themes which could form campaign models for public relations. Therefore, 
public education and constituting a communication scale as a step of strategic communication are critical points of 
strategic model production. While making a content planning and survey regarding Turkey-France dialogue 
education, it is important to create a strategic scale. “Dialogue, as a form of discourse, is critical to the systems 
design process”( Kincheloe ,Lorn,2007).  The perception of peace in Turkish and French public, the leadership of 
Turkey-France relations, the language of peace used in Turkish and French media, the peace literature composed at 
the two countries schools, peace politics which will be constituted by Turkish and French educators and the peace 
curriculums of both countries schools must be evaluated as main factors of this scale. 
Preparing scales which determine start points and criteria for each category is a very important phase within 
strategic model production. Scales are a whole of standards comprising, evaluation criteria of each radius of action 
determined by social campaigns and social responsibility fields, movement principles, shared points and strategic 
decision processes. The first step to create these scales is public education and planning of the content. Articles 
which are suggested regarding the production process of public education and communication scale in public 
relations and for the perspective of dialogue education in Turkey-France relations are as follows: 
1. Acting based on social needs, determining social needs for the two countries’ peace education.  
2. Creating a profile of Turkish-French peace educators and developing and ideal social responsibility criteria. 
3. Need of ideal communication leaders regarding public peace education   
4. Bring new communication actors in front of the Turkish and French public who will perform leadership 
portraits in front of both communities.  
5. Determine public education gaps within Turkey-France peace relations and take position as leaders at the 
determined fields.  
6. Strengthen peace communication regarding Turkey-France relations by undertaking the leadership of a 
particular public education field and transform this leadership into a corporate project and corporate 
recovery activity.  
7. It must be confirmed by both communities that the Turkey-France dialogue education project is filling an 
important gap: Social confirmation is an important stage regarding dialogue education efforts. It expresses 
an important consent mechanism, where the public expresses the necessity of the conducted education 
campaign, the acquirements and contributions just by itself and which are accepted by the public. 
Therefore, the education scale developed for Turkey-France dialogue education must establish a 
mechanism to comprise the social consent. Each public relations campaign must have a route map to see 
which conditions are realized and if the social consent and acceptance criteria are fulfilled.   
2. Qualified issue selection in dialogue education and social call 
 Within the framework of a strong public education, in order to develop models of public relations campaigns, 
one of the first starting points is to develop qualified issue selection for public education. Performing a qualified 
subject selection is a strategical issue for proper educational planning. To guide for social responsibility studies and 
selection of topics, factors that create Perception of Corporate Social Responsibility should be considered. First 
starting point for qualified issue selection and qualified content planning of social education is the determination of 
the issue with the public and ensuring the involvement of the community. In this point the most important strategic 
communication emphasis is designing of social calls in terms of educational campaigns. Therefore, the 
communicative coding of call that will made to Turkish and French public in terms of dialogue education is an 
important part of dialogue management. For example, in the European Parliament elections in May 2014, the 
electoral victory of the far right in France has been a threat factor between the two countries. In a dialogue education 
campaign that addressing this issue to the French public conscience, positioning of the call is extremely important. 
In this context; by making a call to local governments in both countries; for example, by establishing a dialogue 
education office in the Municipality of Paris, forming local governments into educational actors is an important 
communication strategy.  
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Social call is one of the most crucial points in public relations. Because, developing a social call, ensuring social 
inclusion to the messages beyond message production, getting feedback are performing strategic message 
management and at the same time creating a social certificate of participation. At this point, there needs a particular 
focus on social call concept and a clarification to the issue. Because, public relations and communication campaigns 
and success of the efforts is especially developing a planning about how much these calls understood and to what 
extent these are acceptable in society. Taking social initiative and contributing to the social motion is also one of the 
most important tools. 
3. Social call motives for Turkey-France dialogue education 
 In public education and other social campaigns, mission must be clarified with a description and responsibility of 
social call. Making a call to the community is the most effective and persuasive part of message production. 
Because, by making a call to the society in the production process, you provide a gathering address and style around 
the message you give. By performing a call, there is a process with the public, but where you're a pioneer, that will 
be achieved and progressed together. But this process is now a process that in which social movement is the focus 
and where you expect response, initiative, involvement, support and action from the community. “Communucating 
knowledge within the terms of a discourse of “dialogue” and “participation”carries the promise of equitable, 
democratic relations among the participants and action directed towards creating greater social 
equity”(Phillips,2011). In a dialogue education model and campaign that will be oriented to Turkey-France 
relations, gathering addresses are reasonable communication partners and contact areas. Reasonable contact areas 
are the places, formed of peaceful activities and policies in both countries and institutions that symbolize the 
Turkish-French dialogue, civil formations, artistic platforms, cultural representations and local areas. And 
reasonable communication partners are the dialogue leaders that will undertake peacekeeping missions in those 
areas. “Yet, these qualities deserve strong attention in changing pluralistic, global setting where controversy and 
social change call for continuing dialogue and negotiation among reasoning and reasonable citizens”( Ochoa-
Becker,2007). 
Making a social call means creating a message that you especially want to share with the community. It is 
creating a share map for the message you want to share with the community. To clarify the subject, in Turkish-
French relations, it is needed to determine accurately the areas in which both societies share most and to incorporate 
into the message production process. With social call, a key which is seeking for establishing a dialogue to 
understand whether the target and interlocutors received the message that we want to convey and more importantly, 
including them in the message is presented. This key is the first open point offered to both communities to attract 
audience to your call and to convince them. Wealth of cultural heritage in both countries can be clearly seen in 
Turkish-French Palaces example. Social call that Dolmabahce Palace and the Palace of Versailles will make to the 
Turkish-French public is the management of cultural heritage at this open point. When any message is converted to 
a call, there occurs a content planning, which provides a common climate where the audiences or addressees of the 
message will have chance to meet with the institution that makes the call.  
A social call or a campaign, by the name “Water initiative for peace”, by water sports federations of both 
countries as partners about marine pollution and the protection of marine biodiversity is much more than an ordinary 
campaign or message production. With a joint initiative of the two countries; from the moment the initiation of a 
message with a theme “Turkish-French waves in peace waters”, there must be found a spot and a subject where the 
audience will want to be included and it must be positioned in an accurate communicative plane. To do this, point of 
the campaign and reasons for the campaign, more precisely, a concrete point must be shared. For instance, installing 
agencies in both countries for two months by Turkey and France Water Sports Federations for the concerned 
campaign, providing a virtual social movement in these areas and positioning these as symbolic activity centers will 
increase the call’s communicative effectiveness. Establishment of activity areas and campaign centers in campaigns 
towards social call is to capture an important focal point in the acceptance and effectiveness of your social call and 
in expanding the effectiveness of these social sharing. To capture this focus point when we perform any social call, 
activity centers will be the main places where the call will be developed. These activity areas should be the best to 
represent the social call, carry the message the and protect these messages. Being in the center of the call is 
considered as call capital of social campaign. Therefore, selection of these centers that can be considered as the call 
capital between Turkey-France relations is extremely important in terms of dialogue training. As the Turkish film, 
Winter Sleep won the "Golden Palm" in the Palme d'Or Film Festival in May 2014 in France in Cannes, the idea 
considering Cannes as an activity center is moved to a strategic point. Helding dialogue events in Cannes France and 
college campuses in Turkey, Antalya, where the most palm trees are found in Turkey with the project “Palm trees of 
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the peace”, is an important dialogue management project. 
In social acceptance and confirmation of the call, activity centers are considered as symbolic reference areas. In 
terms of persuasive communication, to configure messages in the form of a call, providing a response in which 
recipient of the message can take the initiative themselves, respond to messages and provide a reaction that will 
occur spontaneously, is a strategic communication step. Symbolic reference centers should be considered as a social 
workshop. Making a community call, in other words, finding a response in the society is based on a social base. 
Messages to be community-based and their evaluation as a social production center will be one of the main topics in 
the production process and one of the main tracks in public relations.  
3.1. Message’s participation coefficient in dialogue education 
The main point agreed in encoding a message as a social call is to enhance the participation coefficient of the 
message and to ensure message is provided with the participant codes. Production process in public relations offers 
new opportunities in terms of social sharing. To convert a public message into a call, message’s participation frame 
and coefficients should be expanded. “Dialogue is essential to a human understanding of communication because 
through dialogue, communication becomes communion and communion is genuine meeting” (Ohler,Holba,2009). 
Message’s participant frame and coefficient are the establishment of communication fields where the message will 
have more responses and capture of the communication points. To increase the participants’ coefficient of the 
message and to bring it to an ideal point of contact, messages participant area should be caught correctly. The right 
determination of message’s participant frame and coefficient also enables the correct identification of the public 
relations activities in the production process in public relations. Starting point for message’s participation coefficient 
is establishing joint idea workshops for a message to convert into a call and leading to communication platforms. 
For this reason messages should be prepared with a preliminary consensus. Preparing the message with the society 
until the last step and including the society in the process allows the message to turn into a social call. To develop a 
social call and convert a message into a social call, beyond message team to be formed community-based and the 
creative work of one person or group on a message, there needs to be installed a structure where message team is in 
communication with society layers and public, and where public can express themselves in the call or the message. 
For this reason, message’s participant coefficient must be taken by taking public consultation, engaging with the 
people based on their responses. 
The dialogue education project that will be carried out in Turkey-France relations and ommunity-based 
realization of the dialogue management campaign is an important title. For this reason, by establishing peace ballot 
boxes in all universities in Turkey and France in the same day and time and asking the question  “Do you accept 
to enter the campus union to achieve peace between Turkey and France?” and considering this as a public relations 
campaign presents a serious contribution to the education dialogue. Just like a constitution as European Union, 
forming a campus union among Turkish and French universities converting this project into a dialogue education 
and management project presents a strategic contribution to the process. 
A further point in conversion of a social message into a call and having accepted and responded by the society is 
conversion of the main idea and thought of the message or the activity in the core of the call into participant idea and 
creating an idea, hope and vanishing point in general of the society. The idea or the point shared that is expressed to 
turn message into a call must create a neutral area. Acceptance of social call and formation of a neutral area is a 
fundamental operation point. In providing the message’s participant coefficient, this area should be defended by an 
audience as broad as possible.  Identification of the unbiased framework to ensure message’s participant coefficient, 
determination of its criterias are important steps in the production process. Within the context of neutral framework, 
conversion of the message into social call will take effect at the point of participation of the respondents, negotiation 
of differences and diversity. The point differences settle and diversities get together offers a neutral space and gives 
framework. 
In a dialogue education campaign that will be held on Turkey-France relationships, the creation of this neutral 
area and be turned into an essential element offers new perspectives on dialogue education. The healthiest road map 
in this regard is developing "Common Sense Leaders Training Project" between Turkey and France. Opening 
postgraduate programs in the faculty of communications and international relations department of universities of 
Turkey and France within the aid of Ministry of Foreign Affairs titled as "Turkey-France Common Sense 
Leadership Management" is one of the steps in this topic. Likewise; developing sister school projects between two 
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countries primary schools with the support of National Education, Culture and Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
putting peace education course one hour a week are supportive strategic elements in terms of dialogue management. 
At the point of converting a prepared social message into a call and delivering it to the society or within context of 
considering a social message as a call, the point that needs to be focused most is by whom this call is raised and by 
whom this social call is made. The starting point is the selection of people for communication campaigns whose 
social call will have a response in the society. At this point for a message to turn into a social call, most conciliatory, 
most charismatic and the person representing the most common sense of the community should be included in the 
process. Decisive concept on Turkey-France dialogue education projects is common sense leadership. 
Social common sense is extremely critical in leaders public relations, process of production and expression of social 
call. The characteristics of common sense leader that will be selected can be summarized as follows: 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people whose earlier calls in the community have found 
response and whose efforts were recognized by the public.  
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people recognized by the general public and his 
contribution to social peace has been confirmed by the society to ensure social peace.  
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people who are a pioneer leader in terms of career 
management. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people who are experienced in social mediation and 
turns this mediation into an efficient communication. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people whose international success and support have 
been confirmed by various national and international institutions. 
x Leaders of common sense should have sharing and initiatives that have become synonymous with their 
names and is the subject of continuous reference to himself/herself. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people who combined and configured his/her 
leadership traits and leadership image at the point of especially human values. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people who can offer a route for the future and has 
something to say about the future. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among people who is inspiring society and has a life story that 
is important in social messages to be converted to the call of the community. 
x Leaders of common sense should be chosen among natural leaders who is personally invited and called by 
the community itself. This is an important point. Namely, one of the most effective characteristics of 
Leaders of common sense is, they are the ones that have been called by the society itself and whose call has 
been accepted beforehand.   
3.2. Social consensus on Turkey-France dialogue education 
Social consensus panorama is one of the primary steps regarding compromise with the society while in a public 
relations production process and in preparing each production process by consulting the society. “People who have 
to negotiate, even before they take a seat and prior to becoming fully aware of all necessary step of the real 
negotiation, are often in a particular predisposition from which they have to judge a subsequent determination of 
facts, the nature of the conflict,past disputes, and last but not least , the negotiations that sit on the other side of the 
table”.(Aquilar,Gallucciu,2008). Social consensus panorama is the reflection of composed social consensus at each 
phase of the production process and evaluating this together with the society, as well as preparing each phase of the 
production process together with the society. To provide the social consensus and togetherness regarding the 
Turkey-France dialogue education, it is recommended to determine the dialog education themes, which will be 
presented to the society, together with the “deliberation of the deliberations” method. The message to be insisted and 
delivered regarding the perspective of dialogue education is that social campaigns are conducted by means of 
deliberations. Namely, every message intended to deliver in public relations must be included in some extent to the 
deliberation process and must be conducted simply with deliberation titles. At the point of dialogue education, the 
deliberation method regarding a topic, which would be handled as a public relation campaign, must be determined 
by public consensus. Realizing an activity named “Peace mission of Mediterranean cities” between the two 
countries as a peace education project of Turkey and France by determining Mediterranean as the theme, would 
provide a campaign management facing dialog education. Conducting the deliberation of such an activity would be 
the first step of communication based on deliberation. “The mutual exchange of cultural information exchange 
accounts for the shape of this consensus, and in that sense influences the situation as a whole, not just the 
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participants”( Blommaer,1991). Regarding the campaign it is at first necessary to offer the society a project and to 
act within the bounds of a project.  The focus of the “Peace mission of Mediterranean Cities” activity will be the 
leadership of Turkish and French peace educators regarding a local campaign about the spirit of peace and providing 
a contribution to arise an atmosphere of peace. To transform such an important thought into a social deliberation it is 
necessary that this idea is opened for deliberation with a high level of participation and to form deliberation titles. 
For the inclusion of deliberation titles to a campaign and to achieve a communication success, it is necessary to 
conduct a communication course, deliberation method and process management. 
At first step, it is necessary to create corporate cooperation and consensus of both countries peace educators on a 
local and national scale. Such as, introducing a definition appropriate to the Turkish-French initiative of 
Mediterranean peace would be the strongest theme of dialogue education. Regarding Turkish-French relations, 
words which transferred from French to Turkish language may evoke a communicative association and may submit 
a definition appropriate to Turkish-French relations. For instance the word initiative transferred from French to the 
Turkish language and peace initiative is one of the most important titles of the peace education. From this point 
forth, it is proposed to develop a dialog campaign with the title “From tongue to heart an initiative of conscience in 
the Mediterranean”. What is the difference that Turkish-French spirit will bring into being for peace in the 
Mediterranean? With which extents could this difference be transformed into a participatory strategy?  A strategic 
focus must be caught at point. All university students from Paris and Ankara coming together at peace meetings at 
each city’s most popular squares and slogans upon which they agreed being shouted by thousands and altogether 
will be an activity pointing out the peace approach of both countries in the name of deliberation. Herein, comprising 
social deliberation titles related to each theme is considered as a critical process. It is necessary to catch the shared 
focus of the themes when forming the titles of social deliberation. The shared focus of the theme, varying points of 
view and the evaluations are the field of expression which they found themselves within the campaign. The concepts 
“shared focus” and  “expression field of the campaign” must be accentuated here at this point. A shared focus, 
within the production process of the public relations campaign is a common field composed primarily by thoughts 
and ideas on which all persons and groups who are supposed to be included in the process must agree. It is advisable 
to form common priorities for different persons and groups within dialogue education campaigns and activities 
based on social consensus and to bring those priorities forth as campaign models. “The greater goal is to create a 
peacemakers’ web that connects responsible peace leaders, peace bureaucrats, and civilian peacemakers in rhetoric, 
policies, and grassroots peace building activities”( Savir,2008).  Using the theme of preserving the biologic diversity 
regarding the Turkish-French dialogue education, for example, would be a strong campaign step forward.  A 
campaign schedule by binding biological and cultural diversity together with a consensus is an effective dialogue 
management project 
Important institutes conducting a campaign based on animals and plants which are under protection in both 
countries combined with the common colours of both countries flags – e.g. a slogan of French institutes like “Red-
white protection within the Black See basin” and as well Turkish institutes with a slogan like “Red-White protection 
of male orchids” which are under protection in France – would be steps for effective dialogue management. It is 
important to render a common focus and determine the priorities of the Black Sea region within an elaborated public 
relations campaign based on developing an environment and climate sensibility. For instance, by analysing 
biological diversity and social economic data within a very critical organization period, protection priorities for the 
Black Sea region and 73 protected areas revealed. The Black Vulture and the brown bear are animals under 
protection living in the Black Sea region. The Black Vulture with white stripes under its wings is one of the world’s 
heaviest flying birds with a wingspan of 250-300 cm. The spots of the male orchid flower, which can be along the 
Mediterranean coast of France, are remarkable. Using the stripes on the black vulture and the spots of the male 
orchid as a symbol of cultural variety and harmony for the dialogue education campaign is a very effective 
communication strategy. From this point forth, using the slogan “We are protecting natural stripes for peace with 
peace spots”, and producing a campaign where for each white stripe of the black vultures wings, the names of 
French Mediterranean cities and for each spot on the white orchid the names of cities in the Black Sea area will be 
written, will establish creative parts of the dialogue education campaign. 
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4.  Expression fields at dialogue education campaigns 
 The concept of campaign expression field is another concept which comes up at the point of dialogue education 
campaigns and which must be mentioned. In the context of generating a social consensus, the concept of expression 
field of the campaign in the perspective of dialogue education is forming communication channels which can be 
used as a power of expression where manners, ideas and thoughts, each one of those are supposed to be represented 
within the campaign. A social appeal must be mentioned first to form a social deliberation channel regarding 
dialogue education, which shall develop the relations between Turkey and France. 
Determining the appeal which will form the campaigns expression field concerning the Turkish-French dialogue 
and this appeal having a strong dialogue channel is a distinctive campaign motive. At this point radio is suggested as 
an educational tool. It is also suggested to establish a peace radio with the leadership of official Turkish and French 
TV channels, leading the peace education of both countries 24 hours long, It is a very strong dialogue 
communication strategy to announce radio frequencies intensively and together with a public relation campaign 
within a powerful appeal to the public of both communities. It must be provided that the broadcast guidelines of the 
said radios are set by voting at a wide search conference organised in Paris and Istanbul. It is a very important step 
for the consensus to establish a contact group for the communication with political parties in Turkey and France, to 
form an extensive declaration with the articles each party would like to add to the broadcast guidelines. In order to 
provide the consensus, forming a contact group to continue the communication with each sector and environment 
and providing an agreement by adding data of each stage to the next one will reveal a perfect route map.  Dialogues 
with 50 civil non-profit organisations in Turkey and France concerning this matter at any stage of the production 
process, for instance, is a strategic point of the production process, whereas negotiated and agreed articles based on 
a social consensus  are announced to the public by the method of declaration. 
Developing a production process by the means of declaration, means highlighting that declared, namely each 
expression and message is comprised by social agreement and making this point a main campaign highlight. Official 
announcements that highlight the consensus of differences provide the most powerful support to the expression field 
of the campaign. Another matter to repose on during the dialogue management process regarding social consensus is 
evaluating social acceptance and objection fields by a campaign project and transform those into effective 
communication strategies. Therefore when an announcement for social sensitivity and participation is realized, 
objections and as well social recognition must be included into the campaign for a while and this process must be 
analyzed based on social consensus. One of the most neutral and powerful supporter regarding the development of a 
campaign based on social consensus is the evaluation of social objections within the scope of dialogue management 
and proving by various messages, activities and campaigns that the objections are met during the production 
process. Herewith it is important to develop methods to meet social objections within campaigns aiming to provide 
social consensus and those must be included in the communication process. For example, to meet social objections 
for Turkey-France dialogue education following points must be paid attention: 
1. The most important target group within such a campaign are elementary schools. On 24 December 2015 
with the participation of 24 elementary schools in France and Turkey, chosen by the campaign, determining 
a road map with the slogan “24 steps for the campaign” in 24 separate areas and determining the objection 
points are activity steps of effective public relations. 
2. Incorporating the Turkish and French population to the campaign and taking the opinions and suggestions 
of the people is another very important approach for the campaign. Therefore, especially when important 
campaigns are concerned, presentations population-wide and especially evaluating and including the 
reactions are facts which will raise participation and interaction. So, realizing symbolic referendums, 
organizing voting whit ballot boxes placed at particular cities and putting so the campaign on a base are 
effective communication steps. 
3. Speaking out objections regarding the campaign formally and establishing a “dialogue council” where 
decisions are finalized and symbolic decision are made, a committee with high participation comprised of 
members whom everyone would listen and who would make symbolic decisions by voting and sharing 
these decisions with the public. 
Within the dialogue education campaign objections and rejection fields based on social consensus must be 
formed very clearly and included in the process and it is always necessary to include always pointed out human 
values. Within this scope, a voting realised through social media which will be included to the campaign, will elect 
names which represent a common sense in Turkey and in France and will form a “common sense blog”, so this will 
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be one of the most powerful points to form the campaign around a centreline of social consensus of the campaign. 
The team which will be announced with following slogan: “It is not a block which is separating societies and 
cultures; we are making a call to form a peace blog where people hand in hand interlock”, this team should have the 
task to enrich the campaigns mission. Sharing with the public the reception of objections and including those into 
the process will also add a feeling of trust and reliability to the campaign. Not only taking the objections, it is also a 
very critical and important process to meet objections and put them into a communication project. Here creating a 
social media, a twitter account using the hashtag #IHAVEOBJECTION and this to be organised directly by the 
foundation which is in charge of the campaign, will add reliability to the cause. Meeting the objections will show at 
the same time that those who organise the campaign are self-confident and open to criticism and building a 
consensus. Those methods with the participation of the public and starting activities with social base will add a 
communication strategy accent to determined symbols and images which will express the campaign.  
 
Conclusion 
The most important factor, which will make a dialogue education conducted between Turkey and France 
successful is configuring the project base around the centreline of the communication campaign. Popularizing the 
dialogue education between the two countries and achieving success makes public relations and communication 
campaigns between the cultures necessary. The most important phase of dialogue education campaigns is especially 
forming a peace apprehension and making peace communication the main theme of the campaign. Starting with 
peace curriculums conducted at elementary schools up to establishing peace platforms at universities will provide 
the inclusion of a wide variety of education politics to the campaign. Apart from that, opening the communication 
channels at both populations and developing these channels, bringing new communication actors to the play who 
will lead the dialogue, choosing the right peace themes and making these themes the motifs of the campaign, all 
together these are main characteristics of a public relation campaign which is organised for dialogue education. The 
other stage of a healthy and effective working dialogue education between the two countries is organised public 
relations activities and campaigns together with the inclusion of the communities in the process and providing the 
support of the public. In order to open channels for a dialogue and entering the peace politics between Turkey and 
France into the lives and apprehension of people it is essential to mobilize the public and create a peaceful public 
opinion. The process of dialogue education is also a process of public opinion formation.   
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